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Abstract – In seminar hall automation system different system technologies are employed for conservation of electricity. Electricity is one of the most important resources int this century. We should conserve electricity otherwise next generation may have to live without electricity but many times we can forget to turn off the lights and fans when we comes outsides the hall. And thus electricity is wasted. Also in most of the cases switches of the light and fan are located inside the room and so have to search them in darkness. To overcome this issue and for conservation of electricity we planned a project in two parts. First one is “Person Counter” and other one is “Automatic Room Light & Temperature Controller with a Temperature & Light Intensity Display “. The 1st part is to count the no of person/ visitors entering or leaving the hall & it display on the LCD. From this we decide the no. of seats remaining in large room like seminar hall ; conference hall etc. when the no person enter the room is zero then power supply inside the room the system automatically measures the room temperature ; light intensity ; automatic ON/OFF the fan inside the room . During day time light nots be operated & during cold season fan may not be operated. This efforts LCD also display temperature and light intensity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Energy crisis is the main problem that we facing nowadays. So the conservation of energy is relevant in this occasion .Th main objectives of this project is to overcome this problem. This project has 2 parts. The first is “person counter “and the one is an “Automatic room light and temperature controller with the increase in standard of living, there is a need for developing technique that would ease the involution of life. The temperature and light intensity in the room is sensed and with respect to that, light and fan in the room is switched ON/OFF when a person enters/ leaves the room. The circuits consists of IR transmitter and receiver LEDs which are used to sense the entering or leaving of a person to or from the room. The temperature sensor measures the temperature inside the room and analog signal from the sensor is processed by the microcontroller. Likewise the light Dependent resisters (LDR) generates the analog signals proportional to the available light inside the room. This signal is also processed by microcontroller. Whenever the person leaves the room, light and fan will switched OFF. The speed of the fan and brightness of the light is controlled accordingly. The circuits which we have designed is simple and compact. This Project is a microcontroller based room automation. The total number of person inside the room is also displayed on the seven segment display.

1.1 Definition
Automation means a technology that performed various procedure this procedure required minimum human contribution. Automation has been achieved by various way like mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, and electronics etc. Can complete the task where a high degree of accuracy is required. The way of automation work that contains higher production band and also increased productivity and more efficient use of material, civilization product, improved rescue, less workweeks for labors, worker safety is important in automation.

The use of largely automatic equipment in system of manufacturing or other production process. Simply put Robotic Process Automatic (RPA) is the process of automatic your current work flows so any of your work flow that you have, probably can automate. It’s a technology that controls all the process with the help of automation means using the various electronics devices that help in reducing the human work. Also a mechanical devices are operated electronically and that function are done automatic without giving a continuous input from an worker this process or procedure of automating.

1.2 Aim of Project
Energy conservation is the need for future. Today’s world energy crisis is the main problem that we are facing. The aim of this project is to solve this problem and save the energy and it also reduced the human efforts with the help of automation.

2. BLOCK DIAGRAM & DISCRIPTION
In this project an automatic room light & fan system is develop using microcontroller. The main component of the project is IR sensors and we have used to them of the placement of the sensors is important as it will determining the functioning of the project. These IR sensors are connected to the microcontroller. Controller count the person entering and leaving the room. LCD is used to display the number of persons in the hall. The power supply is required is provided by either Solar Panel or by using wind Mills. Battery is provided in between solar panel and supply. The required energy is stored in battery which is used by power supply whenever required.

![Block Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
A. MAIN COMPONENTS & DESCRIPTION

- Pic controller
- Display/LCD
- Sensors
- Power supply
- DC motor
- Device drivers

2.1 PIC CONTROLLER
Microcontroller PIC16F877 essentially consist of timers, counters, and input/output ports, analog to digital converters (ADC). The components like IR sensors, LM35, LCD display are connected to the controller. Controller count the person in and out to the room and display on LCD.

![PIC Diagram](image1)

Fig -2: PIC Diagram

2.2 LCD
LCD means liquid crystal display we use this device because of it’s a technology that display on screen this is generally used in laptop computer screen, and also mobiles, TVs, video games also.

![LCD Diagram](image2)

Fig -3: LCD Diagram

2.3.1 TEMPERATURE SENSOR
LM35 temperature sensors are used in this experiment. LM35 IC is used as the temperature sensor. It consist of three pins. For every 1 degree variation in the room temperature, there will be a variation in the output voltages of this IC. This analog signal output will be given to the microcontroller for further processing and controlling. The room temperature will be display in the LCD.

![Temperature Sensor](image3)

Fig -4: Temperature Sensor

2.3.2 IR SENSOR
IR sensors used as input circuit. One IR sensor pair is fitted on in door and one is fitted on our door. These IR sensor will check the persons coming in and out of the hall. These are connected to the microcontroller. Controller counts the in person and the out persons.

![IR Sensor](image4)

Fig -5: IR Sensor

3. CONCLUSIONS
This project is work on the seminar hall automation. In this system the energy consumption is developed. User comes into the hall or leaves the hall the lights and fans are automatically on/off User can reduce their electricity bill. This system is easy to operate and control. And also a cost effective system. We can implemented this system in malls, schools etc. It reduces the human efforts. For future scope we can add camera to the system.
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